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5. 8ACKGROUND AND Sfl'D!ARY 

The Selous is Atr ica 's largest protected area. Its 5,120, 000 ha is totally 
devoid of human population and is su~t;iciently large to provide ecologically 
viable habitats to all species contained in the reserve. SpeCies of particu
lar interest include elephants, black: rhinos, leopards, cheetahs, and wild 
dogs (all IOQi Endangered Species) J othttr rare species include the sable ante
lope and Lichtenstein's hartebeest. The area has the world'S largest protec
ted populations of elephants, crocodiles, hippos, and black rhinos, and per
haps of buffalo and sable antelope as, well. While tbere are many habitat 
types, the deciduous MiomDc WOodland is dOminant, providing the world's best 
example of this vegetation type; as· this is a fire climax formation, it may be 
tile result of human activities in the past. Witb unproductive SOils, Selous 
has few alternative useS1 wildlife management is widely considered to be its 
most appropriate objective. 

6. INTEGRITY 

The area is so large that it can absorb all but the most severe pressures on 
its resources. There are plans to harness the tlood waters of the Rufij i 
River, with a dam to be constructed at Stiegler's Gorge, but this would affect 
only a relatively small part of the Reserve and should not be a matter of 
serious concern unless the reservoir draws in large numbers of settlers. 
8ecause of difficulties of trans\?Ortation, the interior of Selous is seldom 
patrolled, so the numbers of species quoted in the nomination form may be far 
in excess of the current true situation, if peachinq has been as serious a 
problem as elsewnere in East Africa. Much of the infrastructure of the site 
(roads, guardposts, water systems, etc.) has deteriorated in recent years, due 
to lack of sufficient funding_ 



7. CCMPA!HSON WITH OTHER AREAS 

Selous is four times the size of Serengeti, and is in quite a different bio
geographic province; being woodland rather than savanna, it lacks the large 
concentrations of easily-viewed wildlife typical of Serengeti and Ngorongoro. 
The most comparable Miomo woodland nabitat is in the Kafue National Park in 
Zambia: at 2.2 million na, Kafue is less than half the size of Selous; Kafue 
is more accessible and perhaps more scenic; but Kafue has relatively few 
rhinos and elephants. 

8. EVAIDA'l'ION 

Selous meets criteria ii and iv of the Convention. Its vast size has provided 
its best protection to date, but increasing pressures will require that 
management be upgraded if it is to continue as a World Heritage-quality site. 

9. REC(HIlENDATION 

Selous should be added to the World Heritage List. Support to Selous from the 
WOrld Heritage Fund would be entirely appropriate, particularly for equipment 
~hich is not obtainable in Tanzania. 
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